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God Himself reveals His Nature to us

BD 6848 received Whitsun 9.6.1957

Reason for the revelations ....

I want to reveal Myself to all of you who listen to Me as a God of love, wisdom
and omnipotence .... My revelations require but an open heart, a ready ear
that listens to My voice when I speak . . . And My revelations will always be
proof of My love for you, because I speak to you like a father to his children:
admonishing, instructing, comforting and promising love .... I want to touch the
hearts of you who listen to Me; I want to make you happy by speaking to you,
I want to give you something that will help you progress: light and strength,
which is needed by every being in order to come closer to Me. Therefore, I speak
to you.
However, I also want to reveal My fundamental nature to you, I want you to
recognise Me as a God of love, wisdom and omnipotence and, once you have
recognised Me, also see the Father in Me and then strive towards Me as My
children. If you believe in My love, wisdom and omnipotence, then you will also
surrender to Me in meekness and love and relinquish every resistance that still
keeps you separated from Me. And that is the reason why I reveal Myself to you
.... For you all should know that your God and Creator would like to embrace
you with infinite love which, however, will not abide resistance. And in order
to break your resistance, I speak to you, yet I will not force you to listen to Me.
Nevertheless, you shall feel My love as soon as you hear My voice, you shall be
touched by a flow of energy which shall prove to you that it is I Who speaks to
you, but that the flow of energy becomes instantly less effective if you continue
to resist, whereas it will keep growing when you are willing to accept My Word.
I want to bring a light to all of you whose spirit is still dark and prepare you such
that the spheres of light will be able to receive you. Yet this is only possible if,
due to your faith in Me, you decide to live a life of active love .... If, however, you
are able to love Me you will also feel the inner desire to do kind-hearted deeds
.... and so that you may learn to love Me, I reveal Myself to you.
You humans on earth certainly speak of a ‘God’ Whom you fear and honour as
a power at Whose mercy you are, Which can destroy or judge you .... if you still
believe in it .... but you do not offer Him the love He would like to receive from
you. I, however, only want to be loved, for then a far better relationship can be
established than fear can bring about. I want to receive your love and constantly
pursue this love; yet you will only be able to love a Being Whose perfection you
recognise and of Whose love, wisdom and might you are convinced. And if I
can speak to you Myself, you will soon gain the conviction that My love for you
is infinite, that My wisdom is unparalleled and My might unlimited. And then
you will also surrender and long to unite with Me eternally. And thus, Words of
love will continue to be spoken to you which seek to enter your hearts .... And
anyone who willingly receives Me shall be gladdened by My Words, and I will
open the gate to beatitude for him, for with My Word I will bring him a light
and as soon as it shines, all darkness will leave him, he will recognise Me as the
light of eternity, he will love Me with all his heart and stay with Me forever. . .

Amen
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BD 7767 received 09.12.1960

Fulfilment of divine promises ....
Truth ....

You are guided into truth by My spirit .... Since I spoke these Words to you
humans Myself it must therefore be possible for you to live in truth and thus
you cannot say: No one knows what and where the truth is .... You just have to
seriously think about the problem of how you can arrive at the truth. A truth
exists which is irrefutable, which comes forth from Me as the ‘Eternal Truth
Itself ’ and which will never change. And you have to approach this primary
source of truth yourselves by wanting to get hold of the truth from its origin
.... from Me Myself .... I know everything, I know all correlations, nothing
is concealed from Me, and I also want you, as My living creations, to know
everything .... I want you to become as illuminated as I Am .... I want you to
know where you came from and the goal you ought to reach. Your fellow human
beings, however, are unable to inform you of this unless they have received this
knowledge from Me.
However, many people claim to be knowledgeable and also try to convince their
fellow human beings of what they have acquired through intellectual study. But
their intellectual conclusions do not correspond to the truth as long as they have
not approached Me directly for enlightenment of their thoughts .... as long as
they have only applied their intellect .... And then the justifiable objection can
be raised: No human being knows what and where the truth is .... But God
knows and therefore also the person to whom God imparts the truth .... And I
have told you that My spirit will guide you into truth, and My Word is and will
remain truth ....
But far too little attention is paid to this Word of Mine, the great promise I
thereby gave to humanity is not being recognised .... For they have no interest
whatsoever to be instructed in the ‘truth’ but unreservedly accept everything as
truth that is presented to them by their fellow human beings, or they reject all
credibility of it. And that signifies a major spiritual decline. For every person
must possess spiritual knowledge, and therefore everyone should want to have
the right spiritual knowledge. This determination alone will take him closer
to the truth, for I will not let a person live in darkness if he desires to become
enlightened .... I will intervene Myself and direct his thoughts such that he will
start to search and take the path to the right source .... I Myself will offer the
truth to him, if not directly then through My messengers, which he then will
also recognise as My messengers, for I only require the desire for truth in order
to be able to distribute it, because I want people to live in the truth, because
I want them to be instructed through My spirit, if only they are of good will.
But then a person will no longer doubt the truth of what is imparted to him by
My spirit, and he will also remember My Words ‘But the comforter, which is
the holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in My name, he shall teach you all
things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto
you ....’
Hence you also have a criterion insofar as that you will hear the same Words
from Me through the spirit which I spoke to people when I lived on earth ....
And thereby you can recognise who speaks to you and then also believe with
conviction that it is I Myself Who makes His promise come true, Who instructs
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you through His spirit .... And it will remind you of many a Word I spoke to
people Myself. And then you should also seriously consider every one of My
Words because they are God’s Words which will never pass away, even if heaven
and earth shall pass away .... And if you thus believe these Words of Mine
unreservedly then you will penetrate the truth ever deeper, for then you will live
accordingly, and you will experience the effect that you are not just hearers but
doers of My Word .... You will experience the effect of love which is preached to
you through My Word time after time and which will grant you enlightenment,
so that you will grow in realisation, so that you will attain the knowledge again
which you had lost .... so that you will completely live in truth again because
you have entered into association with the Eternal Truth Itself .... Which guided
you into the right knowledge, as I promised you ....

Amen

BD 8341 received 28.11.1962

Introduction to spiritual knowledge ....

I want to give people an easily comprehensible instruction; I want to enlighten
them in the simplest possible way if they are still entirely without knowledge
but willing to accept a correct explanation: You humans can imagine that I did
not create you as you are, for you can detect many shortcomings in people, and if
you spend some thought on it, it will seem doubtful to you that the most perfect
Being, Which you call ‘God’, should have created such an imperfect human
race .... But since you, as well as all visible works of creation surrounding you,
could not have been able to create yourselves there must have been a Power at
work, in Which you are expected to believe .... A God has to exist, a Creator
of everything you can perceive, including yourselves .... Thus this Creator is
supremely perfect, and you can procure numerous evidence of this in earthly
life .... He created you humans too, but not in the state you find yourselves in
at present, rather, you emerged from Him in a supremely perfect state, you are
products of the absolutely perfect Creative Power, Which is an intelligent Entity
.... just like you but of highest perfection .... therefore you were perfectly created
but did not remain perfect because you possessed free will which was able to
evolve in any direction and therefore was also able to relinquish all perfection
and change into the opposite .... And this is what you have done ....

You left the Father’s house, you distanced yourselves from your God and
Creator, you rejected His Fatherly love and became unhappy creatures, because
it requires God’s unlimited love in order to be happy. My love, however, is
infinite and also follows you into the abyss, to which you aspired of your own
free will .... My love wants to achieve your return to Me one day and therefore
won’t leave you in your wretched state but will help you to ascend from the abyss
again, it will help you to return from the realm of darkness into the kingdom
of light again and regain your former state of bliss, because love always wants
to please, and so My love will not lessen until you have completed the path of
return to Me. And your existence as human beings on this earth is a very short
stage on the path of return to Me .... You have the gift of reason, you possess free
will and intellect, you are able to think, feel and want and therefore can also
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conduct yourselves accordingly .... And if you think and want correctly then
your thoughts and intentions will always be based on love, love will determine
your thinking and wanting because a correctly directed will allows itself to be
determined by Me Myself into activities of love and because the activity of love
is the same as approaching Me, Who is Eternal Love Itself .... because it is the
same as transforming your imperfect nature into the original being which had
once came forth from Me in utter perfection .... Thus you humans on earth only
have the one task of living a life of love .... In doing so you fulfil the purpose of
your earthly life which connects you with the Eternal Love again and thereby
enables the Eternal Love to make you abundantly happy and you will become
blissful again as you were in the beginning ....

This is the only goal you should endeavour towards reaching on earth, and in
order for you to do so you will be taught by Me Myself through the voice of
conscience, through the voice of the spirit, the spark which glows within every
human heart and only needs to be kindled through kind-hearted activity in
order to tell you humans what you should or should not do .... and which will
stimulate you into more and more loving actions .... Love is the fundamental
substance of your nature, and if you want to be and remain perfect you also have
to be completely permeated by love .... If, however, you neglect love you will
remain imperfect beings, and then you will belong to the generation which you
can presently recognise all over the world: heartless, selfish people who only
ever think of themselves and never take care of their neighbour who is suffering
in adversity next to them .... But a lack of love also means a lack of happiness,
it means spiritual darkness, ignorance, weaknesses and a lack of freedom, for
then the human being will not recognise his God and Creator either, and he will
not take the path to Him .... Yet only through a union with Me can the being
regain beatitude .... And for the sake of this union with Me you are living on
earth. You ought to achieve your perfection again which you once renounced of
your own free will, you ought to change yourselves into love again which had
been your fundamental substance, and with this change you will also establish
unification with Me .... You will be allowed to give love and receive unlimited
love yourselves, you will be able to enter into a true life which lasts forever, and
you will be perfect and therefore also infinitely happy ....

Amen

BD 8034 received 06.11.1961

The significance of realisation ....

I will talk to you time and again, My children, for I know that you require My
Word which shall give you the strength for your path of earthly life. You should
always know that I Am present with you if just one thought from you is touching
Me, if you wish to be in contact with Me. And when I Am present with you
My strength also has to flow into you. Your soul needs this strength in order to
mature fully, and this is why you will always achieve progress if you let Me speak
to you .... the light permeating you has to become increasingly brighter, and that
also means ever more profound realisation, it means progressive knowledge, it
means clarity of thought and a correctly directed will. My speaking to you will
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guarantee this, for the strength flowing from Me to you has to take effect and
thus bear witness of itself in the form of increased wisdom. And all you humans
should desire light, you should all try to escape from the spiritual darkness and
request more spiritual information. For in what ignorant state did you enter
life on earth? .... And although your intellect begins to become active .... can
you penetrate spiritual spheres with it? Dense darkness remains in you, and all
spiritual concepts remain unresolved and indistinct as long as you don’t feel
the desire to receive an explanation. And until you do, the purpose of your
earthly life will also remain unknown to you and you will be dead in spirit,
despite the fact that you live physically .... And can you be satisfied if you have
no knowledge at all about the reason and purpose of your earthly life? Are you
content with your lightless existence on this earth with only earthly goals to
strive for?

This state of darkness is not a happy state, and you should recognise it as
unsatisfactory yourselves and try to receive an inner light, for only then will
the unsatisfactory state change, and you will experience inner happiness when
you receive the knowledge which explains to you the purpose of your earthly
life. You should request such enlightenment and therefore also pay attention to
My Words which are given to you by My messengers, if you are not yet able to
hear Me directly. You should endeavour to enlarge your spiritual knowledge,
for this knowledge is the light which was lacking in you at the beginning of your
embodiment but which can be kindled and then shine brightly within your
hearts .... For the light is emanated by My spirit, the tiny spark of love which,
as part of Me, rests within you and has to be ignited by yourselves through love
.... Thus love irrefutably has to result in wisdom .... the result of a life of love
irrefutably has to make profound knowledge accessible to you, for the ‘fire of
love’ emanates the ‘light of wisdom’ .... Your spiritual state will have to become
bright, the spiritual darkness will have to disappear, you will have to become
able to recognise all correlations, you will have to learn to understand Myself
and My reign and activity, and you will have to be able to offer explanations
yourself, because then I can be active in you Myself and thus you will only think,
act and speak in accordance with My will ....

The degree of realisation is decisive for the degree of maturity of soul, for I do
not speak of dead knowledge which is academically passed on to you, but I
speak of living knowledge which is the only meaning of ‘realisation’. I speak
about the ‘Wisdom of God’, which can only be gained through love, which can
only come to earth through the ‘working of the spirit’ and is received by a heart
which allows rays of bright light to enter it because it is full of love .... It is
only given by love and only love will receive it .... whereas the same knowledge
remains dead knowledge for the person who still lacks love. And you all should
endeavour for the light of realisation to illuminate you, for only then will you
approach the state of the brightest light again, which made you happy in the
beginning and which you all have to reach in order to be happy again ....

Amen
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BD 8025 received 24.10.1961

The difference between ‘knowledge’ and ‘realisation’ ....

The degree of realisation corresponds to the soul’s degree of maturity. You
should not confuse ‘realisation’ with mere knowledge, for you can acquire the
latter intellectually as well; it can also correspond to the truth if you accept
it from those who have already attained realisation .... But it need not mean
‘realisation’ for you quite yet, for only when you have reached a certain high
degree of love will you be able to penetrate the ‘knowledge’, it will come alive
in you, then it will also provide you with insight, and thus you will regain the
state which you once voluntarily abandoned by having replaced the light with
darkness, thus having lost all realisation. Academic knowledge about Me and
My Nature, about the destined purpose of your existence as human beings and
about My plan of Salvation concerning the return of the spirits is not sufficient
.... for you won’t understand everything as long as you don’t demonstrate the
said degree of love which guarantees you an inner light, the working of My
spirit within yourselves ....

Yet ‘realisation’ is the sign that the divine attributes, which are buried within
yourselves as long as you are devoid of love, are coming through again ....
Realisation is light, which you have to regain in order to become blessed,
providing you desire light during your earthly existence. For you can also live
a loving way of life without experiencing any desire for knowledge; in that
case the light of realisation will suddenly permeate you when you discard your
earthly body and enter into the spiritual kingdom. A spiritually-awake person,
however, must to be able to differentiate between ‘knowledge’ and ‘realisation’
.... He should not equate intellectual knowledge with realisation, but he should
also know that true realisation demands a high degree of love and proves that
you humans can consider yourselves fortunate if you are introduced to profound
knowledge and thereby attain realisation .... The latter already signifies that you
are entering your original state, in which you were permeated by light and love,
in which you had not yet fallen prey to darkness, but in which you still existed
as a human being as long as you were still immature, that is, in which you were
still spiritually unenlightened.

I can never please a human being with the light of realisation if he does not
exhibit the prerequisite which permits the working of My spirit .... For My
Spirit is the part of Me which imparts this realisation to you humans, which
makes knowledge accessible to you which you can understand, which makes
you happy, which enlightens your spiritual state, which clearly lets you realise
all correlations and thus it can be considered to be evidence of an advanced
maturity of soul .... True realisation will always be gladdening, and it can never
be confused with a mass of knowledge which is not understood because My spirit
is as yet unable to work, even though the intellect has accepted this knowledge.
In that case it nevertheless remains dead knowledge which is worthless for
the maturing of a soul. And then people can only be cautioned not to acquire
such knowledge, for a loving way of life is necessary first in order to bring this
knowledge alive. Love is necessary, for it stimulates the spirit within the human
being to come alive, and only then will it kindle a true light, only then will
‘knowledge’ become ‘realisation’.
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Only then will the soul have reached a particular degree of maturity which will
lift the spiritual darkness .... only then will it be possible to speak of a light which
illuminates the human being from within and gives him clear realisation about
all spiritual occurrences, about the very first beginning and the ultimate goal of
everything in existence, and about the meaning and purpose of human life on
earth .... And as soon as the human being has come to this realisation, as soon
as he can understand everything, he will also understand My Nature and fully
appreciate My eternal plan of Salvation, for then he will know the correlations,
he will see everything brightly and clearly, and then there will be no other goal
for him but to achieve his original state again, in which he was happy .... He
will wholeheartedly strive towards unification with Me and also achieve it and
return to Me, from Whom he once originated ....

Amen

BD 7816 received 04.02.1961

The right concept of God ....

And it will be revealed to you through My spirit that there is only one God
and that this God manifested Himself in Jesus Christ, because He is a Spirit.
It was not possible for Me to become visible to My created beings as a limited
Being, but in Jesus Christ I became a ‘visible’ God for all My living creations,
and therefore you cannot speak of Jesus Christ and the Father, for I Am one
with Him, so when you speak of Jesus Christ you are speaking of Me, your
God and Creator, your Father of eternity .... For the infant Jesus sheltered My
spirit within Himself, and after His birth I was already remarkably active in
Him in order to show the people in His neighbourhood that My spirit dwelt
within the infant. The man Jesus exhaled his last breath on the cross .... Jesus
body, however, was spiritualised and He rose from the dead .... For all His
substances had merged with Me, My spirit had permeated body and soul and
nothing human remained in Him .... What arose from the dead on the third day
was I Myself, the Father-Spirit of eternity, the God Whom the beings desired
to behold and Who had now manifested Himself in the outward appearance of
Jesus Christ ....
Jesus Christ is ‘God’, for I Am a Spirit and thus became visible to all My beings
in the shape of Jesus Christ, and you cannot visualise Me in any other way than
the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ .... And if you want to call upon Me, if you
want to make contact with Me, you have to call upon Jesus Christ, you have to
talk to Him, you have to acknowledge Him as your Father of eternity, and then
you will also have the right concept of God .... which, however, can never be
right if you pray separately to Me as ‘God’ and to Jesus Christ as ‘Son of God’
.... The soul which dwelt in the man Jesus was My ‘Son’ .... a supremely perfect
being created by Me which remained with Me when the great apostasy of the
spirits took place ....
And this ‘Son of God’ made it possible for Me to embody Myself in a human
shell .... so that the complete merger of the eternal Father-Spirit with Jesus
Christ could take place, but then there no longer existed two separate beings but
only one God, for the ‘divine Spirit’, My fundamental nature, utterly permeated
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the human shell and likewise spiritualised it .... Everything was ‘divine Spirit’
it was the Spirit which permeates all of infinity and merely manifested Itself in
a form visible to people, so that they were able to develop a concept of Me, so
that they were able to pray to a Being in order to unite with this Being .... For the
original sin of the spirits’ apostasy consisted of their voluntary ‘separation’ from
Me because they were unable to behold Me. And thus I provided for them the
possibility of willingly joining with Me again by making Myself visible to them
in Jesus Christ. But you must never separate ‘Jesus Christ’ and ‘Myself ’ .... For
He and I are one; and whoever calls upon Him also calls upon Me .... whoever
sees Him sees Me, Who is and was eternal and shall remain so in all eternity
....

Amen

BD 0750 received 21.01.1939

‘I Am the beginning of all things ....’

I Am the beginning of all things .... Take this to heart when you are moved by
the slightest doubt about the creation of everything you see around and above
yourselves. If My power is thus sufficient to call every life form into being,
what kind of strength would then be necessary to oppose this creative will? An
equally destructive will perhaps? .... In that case a second Deity would have to
be at work next to Me, whose expression of strength would run contrary to My
own activity. Anyone who imagines the Deity as an imperfect Being can truly
place many such gods next to this One, yet he will not have the right kind of
concept about the one true Deity, Which has created everything and controls all.
Anyone who wants to recognise Me must believe .... and subordinate himself as
a creation to the Creator .... And he will become enlightened, and in this light
he will see Me as the Ruler of the universe .... He will realise that no opposing
force is able to counteract Me by working destructively where I Am creating.
Only the physical transformation of the earth’s surface has been left to the
human being’s free will, so that people’s creative urge, which I likewise have
placed into their hearts, can occupy itself. Thus they can more or less act at their
own discretion but they nevertheless will always have to recognise their own
inadequacy and always be dependent on the omnipotence of the Creator and
the activity of natural forces and cannot oppose them arbitrarily. Thus nothing
is more understandable than wanting to ascertain the almighty Creator and yet
nothing is more impossible .... Human intellect is not sufficient by far to fathom
Me in My full elementary power .... and it will be even less possible to categorise
Me, that is, to put My Being and Becoming into any kind of form which seems
acceptable to the human mind. This is a hopeless undertaking which could
never produce a satisfactory result, for I was, I Am .... and I forever will be an
inscrutable Spirit Who harbours within Himself everything that can be found
in the entire universe .... to Whom creation is subordinate because it originated
from Him .... and Who is the beginning and the end of all things .... the Spirit of
Love from eternity to eternity ....

Amen
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BD 8275 received 17.09.1962

God is inscrutable ....

You, My living creations, will never be able to fathom Me, even when you, as My
supremely perfect children, are able to work and be active next to Me. You are the
product of My eternal creative power .... I, however, Am the source of strength
Itself, Which is inexhaustible, Which knows no limit, Which constantly pours
Its flow into infinity .... But I Am also a Being, i.e., I Am a thinking Spirit of most
profound wisdom Who works according to His will with inconceivable love and
makes everything He creates infinitely happy .... I Am a thinking Entity Who
constantly lets new creations arise, since the strength flowing forth from Me
cannot remain inactive because it is life and constantly creates life. And when
you, My living creations, reach highest perfection of your own free will so that
you can work and create next to Me as My children, then you will indeed have
penetrated the most profound wisdom, you will have light and strength at your
own disposal which will make you tremendously happy and of which you can
make infinite use in order to be creatively active for your own happiness, and
this strength will constantly flow to you from the Primary Source of eternity.
He Himself, however, will be and remain inscrutable for you, yet the awareness
that you will always be nourished by Him is utmost bliss, and your love for Me
will continually increase, you will yearn for Me and forever sense My presence,
you will be able to behold Me in Jesus Christ .... and yet, I will remain an enigma
for you, since it is not possible for a created being to totally ascertain the Entity
which is and will remain from everlasting to everlasting, because the created
being is but a tiny spark that was externalised by My love’s sea of flames. But
the fact that this created being knows that it is forever nourished by My strength
of love, that the being is aware that it is united with Me .... that it can constantly
associate with Me like a child with its Father, that it can speak to Me and be
active with Me in absolute blissful togetherness, is continually increasing its
bliss and lets its love become ever more profound .... And love is bliss .... love is
light .... love is strength .... love is the divine which makes every being become
a god in its own right, because love always grants ever greater perfection .... Yet
the fact that there is no limit, that is the unimaginable beatitude which I bestow
upon My living creations time and again and which can only be understood in
the state of perfection, when the being which I emanated as a living creation has
deified itself and become My child.
Then it knows that I Am forever inscrutable, and yet it adamantly keeps striving
towards Me, it feels the bliss of approaching Me and finds its happiness in My
reciprocated love .... of which you humans lack all understanding as yet because
you are still imperfect. But you are only intended to receive a concept of eternity
which will be comprehensible to you one day, and therefore you shall also know
that this supremely perfect Being will certainly reach His goal of being able to
make everything that was created by Him infinitely happy. And it shall only be
an incentive for you to keep striving towards your perfection, for it will bring
you beatitudes in abundance .... Yet it is and will remain incomprehensible for
you that I draw close to you, My living creations, and speak to you .... that I
Am and eternally will remain unattainable for you and nevertheless embrace
every single living creation with deepest love and draw it close to Me, that I
try to make Myself and My Nature explicable to you in order to win your love,
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because I can only merge with love and this unification is needed in order to
make you infinitely happy one day .... The most perfect Being .... the greatest
Spirit in infinity .... the Eternal Source of strength and light .... is seeking the
union with you, His living creations, and therefore He is speaking to you ....
He bends down to the smallest being in order to aid its ascent. And His love
will never diminish, because love knows no limit and tries to make everything
blissfully happy that once had emerged from this love ....

Amen

BD 8622 received 21.09.1963

Inscrutability of the Deity ....

You should believe that you humans will eternally be unable to fathom My
fundamental nature. It is not possible to make you understand what I Am
in essence, for your thinking is still limited, and thus you are incapable of
comprehending the infinite. Infinite, however, is the spirit for Whom you
created the term ‘God’. And what this spirit is in Itself again cannot be explained
to you either, because He has no form and you always imagine everything in
existence as a form .... especially when it is of substance, thus when it possesses
a thinking will. I, however, certainly exist but Am not conceivable in any shape
.... I Am unlimited strength Which works without limitation .... And thus this
strength permeates the entire universe, It permeates every physical and spiritual
creation. And It always and forever works in lawful order .... For a thinking will
directs this spiritual strength according to a plan in love and wisdom. This
‘thinking will’ entitles you to imagine a Being, you just may not give this Being
a form but have to regard everything that is visible to you and all spiritual
creations as imbued by My strength of love .... by My spirit .... with Which,
however, you are able to make mental contact, because I Myself Am a thinking
Being.

My fundamental nature, My spirit, My love, My strength .... everything is
the same. The all-pervading strength is God .... love in itself is God .... The
spirit is God. And yet God is a Being, for a thinking will determines how the
love, the strength, the spirit expresses itself, it determines My every reign and
activity. And though the strength of love dispersed itself into countless tiny
sparks .... each tiny spark is again the same as I Myself: a spirit with the same
characteristics as I Myself, only extremely small .... and yet powerful, for it is a
carrier of the eternal Deity Itself again or it could not continue to exist if it were
not permeated by My strength of love. And thus the human being can indeed
liken himself to Me Myself, because you all are images of Me. Nevertheless you
are finite beings, you are a part of Me which has to be looked upon as finite as
long as you are still imperfect. Once you become perfect again, as you were in
the beginning, then the fusion with Me will take place again too, and then it
will be easier for you to form a concept of the Deity, albeit I Am and will remain
inscrutable to you in My innermost nature. But then you will no longer apply
limited standards as you do as human beings and which is the reason for your
frequently misguided reasoning.
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I Am a spirit, that Is, I Am a Being Which is not perceptible to your human
senses but Which nevertheless exists .... Which, however, is a Being because
you can recognise meaning and purpose in everything I brought into existence
and thus arrive at the logical conclusion of a Might capable of thought and will.
Therefore you should contact this Might Which cannot be denied by you. For
only this connection, the union, makes you realise that you are the same in
your fundamental nature .... And when this Might speaks to you, then it does
not address your external shell .... the body .... but what is inside of this shell,
which characterises you as a divine image: your spirit, which thus emerged from
Me (was given to you) and is part of Me .... which you once rejected and which
was given to you again as a tiny spark for your existence as a human being,
with other words: I speak to the eternally immortal part in you, I speak to what
belongs to Me Myself, which emanated from Me Myself as a minute spark and
shelters in your human cover, which is only evidence again that I Myself wanted
to find Myself again in you, My living creations, and thus you will also stay
inseparably connected to Me, because My spirit is undividable .... Because My
strength of love assures your existence, because you can never again cease to
exist, for you are My emanated strength which, according to eternal law, has to
return to the source of strength again.
You will only understand all this in the state of perfection, your thinking will
no longer be limited but you will also know that I Am a Being to Whom all your
love belongs, you will know that I Am love Myself, and you will understand
why you were unable to grasp all this as a human being. For as long as I Myself
.... My spirit .... My love, cannot take full possession of you because you are still
imperfect I cannot permeate you such that you are radiantly enlightened either.
Yet I Am active in you, as far as this is possible, as far as your degree of maturity
permits it .... bestowing ever more light upon you, so that one day you will reach
perfection ....

Amen

BD 8265 received 06.09.1962

Can God’s existence be proven? ....

My existence can never be proven to you humans, because then you would
become subject to compulsory faith .... But you are supposed to arrive at the
light and realisation about Me of your own free will during your earthly life,
and this is certainly possible. You only need to think about it, for everything
around you can provide you with the evidence of a God and Creator .... For even
if you at first try to deny a divine Being you nevertheless have to acknowledge a
Strength Which is expressing Itself throughout the whole of creation. Thus you
cannot deny this strength, but the natural law, which likewise cannot be denied
by you, the destined purpose of the works of creation around you .... are in turn
evidence of a deliberately directed Strength Which infers a thinking Being ....
Hence your goal on earth is to establish contact with this thinking Being,
otherwise it would be irrelevant as to whether you describe Me as the strength
that is recognisable by you. Yet you are not likely to call upon a ‘Strength’ and
try to establish contact with it .... As soon as you spend some serious thought on
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it with the determination to ascertain the truth, I will also reveal Myself to you
as a spiritually tangible God and Creator .... If, however, you are indifferent to
Whom you owe your life as a human being, then you will be lacking the sincere
will and you will never attain inner clarity. Furthermore, your own nature as
a human being should make you think .... No person is able to create a being
with the ability to think, with self-awareness and free will .... Consequently,
you must have emerged from a similar Being, only that It is, in contrast to you,
supremely perfect, but this Being, too, has to possess self-awareness, the faculty
of thought and a will, and this Being works with love, incomparable wisdom
and power ....

You can never regard yourselves to be a product of coincidence, for if this
strength were not directed by a will it would always have an elemental effect,
thus be destructive but never progressive, yet this refutes the destined purpose
and natural law of creation .... My existence cannot be proven to you, but
creation is convincing evidence of an all-powerful Being for every thinking
human being, even if this Being is inconceivable to him, if he is unable to form
a real idea of it .... He is just still very distant from Me and thus spiritually
completely unenlightened .... which is due to the fact that his fall into the abyss
had deprived him of all light. And if such a person receives the knowledge
about Me as the highest and most perfect Spirit in eternity his opposition to Me
breaks through, and he wants to deny Me as he once had done when he rejected
the light of My love and thus became spiritually unenlightened. But in earthly
life he must try to escape the darkness, he must want to get clarification about
himself and his origin, and he must be willing to do what is right, and thus
also allow himself to be taught by those who are able to bring him light. But a
completely dark spirit will also lack willpower, and he will reject all explanations
because he always feels that the knowledge about a God and Creator will give
him a guilty conscience, which he refuses to accept.

Trying to convince a fellow human being of the existence of a powerful God
therefore only makes sense if he himself wants to know something about it,
whereas a person who constantly likes to deny God remains incorrigible and
no energy should be wasted on him, for his will is the decisive factor as to
whether he ever finds his way out of the darkness. He must also come to realise
the existence of a God and Creator without proof, which will happen if he
endeavours to live a life of love, as in that case he is already making contact
with Me and the desire for truth will subsequently arise in him too. And then
his thinking will already be guided, he will be mentally influenced by beings of
light into whose care he is entrusted, and his resistance will begin to wane ....
which is also aided by the intercession of fellow human beings, and that will
always have the effect of an increased strength of will ....

Amen
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BD 7828 received 17.02.1961

God is a spirit Who has manifested Himself in Jesus ....

You should not imagine your God and Creator as a strictly limited Being,
you should not try to associate Him with a form, for then your idea would
always be wrong, because something defined can never correspond to My
nature, which is utterly perfect, thus infinite. For I Am a spirit Who fills and
permeates everything. In My nature I will be eternally unfathomable for My
living creations, for although My living creations were externalised by Me in
supreme perfection they are nevertheless only sparks of love, emanated by the
fire of My Eternal Love and externalised as individual beings who, however,
would be unable to behold the eternal source of light and strength if I showed
Myself to them in My full abundance of brilliance, since they would perish if
they faced the radiating light ....

Yet you need not visualise Me in any other way than as the divine Redeemer
Jesus Christ .... In Him I became the ‘visible’ God for you, in Him the eternal,
infinite spirit has manifested Itself, in Him you see Me and are able to behold
Him face to face .... Thus I gave Myself a form for you, whom I had externalised
from My love and My strength as My living creations .... The Eternal Spirit Who
fills all of infinity permeated this form with light and became a visible God for
you .... And yet I reign and work throughout all of infinity and thus My Being
cannot be limited either, I can only have become a conceivable idea in the form
of Jesus Christ for you, who are still finite yourselves, who have not yet attained
the highest perfection, for I have to give to you what corresponds to your state,
which is still far from perfection.

However, I Am and remain also inscrutable in My nature for the spirits of
highest perfection, which, however, is a cause of increased beatitude, because
My children constantly strive towards Me, are constantly delighted by Me
through My fulfilling of their desire yet never able to reach Me .... and on the
other hand may behold Me from face to face in Jesus Christ .... This, too, will
remain an enigma to you, and only in the state of enlightenment will you begin
to comprehend and yet eternally unable to fathom My nature. To you I appear
infinitely far away and yet I Am as close to you as only a father can get to his
child. But this awareness makes you immensely happy, and your love for Me
increases constantly and is also the cause of bliss, because it always meets with
fulfilment.

And thus your love for Jesus Christ will blaze ever more ardently, in Whom you
have recognised your Father of eternity and in Whom I bestow unlimited bliss
upon you .... For in Him I Am now able to be close to My children, even though
I Am not bound to the form, even though I fill all of infinity with My light and
My strength, with My Being, which is and remains inscrutable. But you, My
living creations, shall look for and find Me in Jesus, for I have chosen Him as
the form which received Me; and this once human external form completely
spiritualised itself and yet remained visible to every being which attained the
state of maturity of spiritual vision ....

Thus you see My eternal spirit when you see Jesus, for He and I are one, you see
the Father when you see Jesus, because I wanted to be visible to you, My created
beings, in order to gain all your love. Yet you will never be able to behold Me
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in My infinite abundance of strength and light without ceasing to exist .... But I
want to be able to create and work with My children and thus also reveal Myself
to them in order to heighten their beatitude .... And I want to experience their
love Myself and therefore will always be close to My children ....

Amen

BD 8541 received 26.06.1963

Belief in God in Jesus ....

It is only necessary for you to believe in Me and take the path to Me when you
suffer hardship .... for you, like children, to take refuge with the Father, Who
will protect you in every spiritual and earthly adversity because you entrust
yourselves to Him .... Time and again I emphasise that you only ought to
contact Me in thought, through kind-hearted activity or in prayer and, truly,
you will not be able to go astray anymore, because your bond with Me also
guarantees you My help to be delivered from My adversary and to return to the
One from Whom you once originated. Admittedly, evidence for the existence
of a God and Creator cannot be given to you, you have to believe in Him .... Yet
if you are willing to do so then you will see the evidence that bears witness to
Me in everything that surrounds you .... And by just thinking about it you will
already be able to come to believe in Me .... I just do not want you to spend your
life thoughtlessly, to only take notice of the world and believe that your earthly
life is an end in itself ....
You should always ask yourselves why and for what reason you live on earth ....
in order to then also get hold of the thoughts about a God and Creator, which
will time and again encircle you like waves, for the purpose and goal of your
earthly life is to recognise a God and Creator, to acknowledge Him and to desire
making contact with Him. Then this God and Creator will also take hold of you
and never ever let you fall again .... And He will also convey the knowledge of
Jesus Christ, your Redeemer, to you . For you will have to find Him so that you
lose your weaknesses, so that your ascent to the pinnacle is assured .... For even
if you recognise Me, you will have little willpower to seriously strive for Me,
since you are too weak due to the sin of your past apostasy from Me .... And
for the sake of strengthening your will the man Jesus died on the cross in order
to acquire the blessings of a stronger will for you .... I Myself came to help you
in your great spiritual adversity which was the result of your original sin, and
I Myself accomplished the act of Salvation for the redemption of your guilt in
Jesus the human being . So the path of return will now be possible for you if
you appeal to Jesus Christ for strength, if you place your guilt of sin at his feet
and express the sincere will to return to the Father, Who took abode in Jesus,
Who united Himself with Him for all eternity .... Even if you thus believe in
God as the Creator and Redeemer, this God can never ever be regarded as being
separate from Jesus Christ, for God and Jesus are one, God merely made use
of a external human shell which people called ‘Jesus’, but Who sheltered the
fullness of Me in Himself.
I created everything, even the human shell of Jesus came forth from Me, Which
I chose for Myself in order to be able to stay amongst people. You humans,
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too, came forth from My will yet you once separated yourselves from Me
voluntarily, for only love establishes a bond with Me but you forfeited it of your
own free will, whereas the human being Jesus was permeated by love, thus My
fundamental substance was in Him, for this is Love .... Hence, in keeping with
His nature He must be God Himself, and only his external shell was human
until He spiritualised it as well, so that it was able to unite with His divine
Soul and nothing human remained once Jesus had accomplished the act of
Salvation .... Anyone who therefore has recognised Me in Jesus has also escaped
the darkness, for then the Light Itself will draw him into higher spheres, for I
Myself Am the Light, and the light shone to earth through the human being
Jesus because it permeated the human being completely. And I would like to
send this ray of light to all of you, yet your heart has to open itself to Me, you
must direct your thoughts towards the One Who created you .... You have to
muster this will freely but then you will also be seized by My merciful love and
everything will be done to impart the correct knowledge about Jesus Christ to
you .... and if you acknowledge Him as God’s Son and Redeemer of the world
Who became as one with Me you will never ever be able to go astray again ....

Amen

BD 5744 received 11.08.1953

God’s message to rationalists ....
Deniers of God ....

I want to speak to those who are not yet able to make the right decision, who are
not unwilling to believe and yet cannot acknowledge Me with conviction either;
to those who oppose the knowledge which My representatives on earth want to
make accessible to them with their intellectual knowledge .... to those, who first
want everything proven to them and believe that they can understand or refute
it with their sharp intellect. Their knowledge kills the spirit .... What is described
as higher truth, what cannot be proven in an earthly sense, because compulsory
faith may not be exercised in earthly life, cannot be fathomed scientifically and
even the sharpest human intellect is no guarantee for correct thinking on the
spiritual level. I want to put this question to you humans: to which category of
works of creation do you class yourselves? Don’t you realise that you are the only
thinking and reasoning beings, whereas all other works of creation are unable
to exhibit this thinking ability and freedom of thought?

From this alone you can conclude that you were created by a Power which is
equally capable of thinking, which is merely infinitely powerful, for despite your
faculty of thought you yourselves are incapable of creating living beings with the
same faculty of thought .... You cannot quote your offspring as evidence, since
you do not create them yourselves but merely fit in with existing natural laws
which also provide you with evidence of a law-giver. Consider furthermore: Is
a ‘natural force’ capable of thought? .... That is, is it able to bring beings into
existence whose organism testifies of supreme wisdom? Would this natural force
itself not have to be recognised and acknowledged as a Being with an ability of
thought and will and thus be able to create and give life to expedient forms? And
is the work of creation not sufficient evidence in itself even for the intellectually
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most astute philosophers? Indeed, would you be able to substantiate the ‘non-
existence’ of a Being .... would you be able to even vaguely quote a comparison
as evidence that a force brings forth orderly creations unless this force meets its
match in a human being’s will?

Let a force become uncontrollably active and you will have a dreadful experience
but you will not be able to produce creations whose expedience and order you
can admire .... Thus, by virtue of your intellect alone you are able to acknowledge
a Supreme Being Which you have to regard as the Creator of eternity .... It truly
does you no honour that you want to deny this Being, that you merely want
to explain His activity, which is visible to you in His creation, as the effect of
an unguided force, that you thus want to base the emergence of creation on an
unconscious and blind process. Such an explanation is truly no evidence of a
correctly employed intellect, on the contrary, it is a defiant evasion which you
are looking for because you do not want to acknowledge a God .... for even with
just a weak will both possibilities are considered first, and then a person will
rather decide to accept than to reject a spiritually tangible Power which reveals
itself in creation.

If you humans knew the serious effect a rejection, a denial of a spiritually
tangible Deity has on your soul you would also understand why I want to
enlighten you, why I want to stimulate you to seriously think about it so that
you will give your misguided thoughts the right direction of your own accord,
so that you will be able to believe what seems unacceptable to you as long as you
just make one-sided judgments, as long as you believe that you can intellectually
ascertain the truth. But the belief in a God and Creator is necessary in order to
make a connection with this God and Creator .... And this connection with Him
is the real purpose and goal of earthly life .... otherwise you would truly not
have been allowed to embody yourselves on this earth, which was only created
for the purpose that the human being will re-establish the unity with God which
he once had voluntarily severed. If, however, you deny a God then it means
that you are still very distant from Me, it signifies renewed opposition to Me of
your own free will which will incur a dreadful fate in the beyond or a repeated
banishment into matter when the end of this earth has arrived. Therefore I
would like to address you and encourage you to think it through before it is too
late, and even if your earthly knowledge is extensive .... you will with certainty
penetrate far more profound knowledge if you entrust yourselves to the One
Who has created you and Who wants to be recognised as your God and Creator
of eternity in order to then helpfully assist you ....

Amen
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BD 7624 received 17.06.1960

Countless evidence of God ....

I make it easy for you to believe, if only you wanted to, for I furnish you with
such obvious evidence of Myself and My working so that you would easily be
able to recognise Me and consequently could also gain a convinced faith. I give
evidence of Myself through creation, through everything surrounding you ....
And I give evidence of Myself through My Word which rings out to you from
above and is conveyed to people who are willing to believe .... For the will to do
so must be present first, then the human being will also be able to believe. The
will to believe opens his eyes, ears and heart .... and he will be able to see, hear
or perceive countless pieces of evidence of My existence, because I will reveal
Myself to a human being of good will .... because I will come close and make
Myself known to him. Hence no person can say that it is impossible for him to
believe .... but it is merely a lack of willingness, and no human being can be
compelled. In that case his will is still utterly opposed to Me, for the denial of a
Deity is proof that the person is still totally entrenched in the original sin, that
he has not abandoned his past opposition to Me, and then his will cannot be
forcibly broken either.

Even so, I constantly try to attract his will during his earthly life by repeatedly
revealing Myself to him in the most diverse ways, so that he can always recognise
Me by merely changing his will. Faith in Me can be gained by every person,
because he lives in the midst of My creation and the works of nature frequently
affect him, which he only needs to think about. Admittedly, an opposing will
always tries to find different explanations about the miracles of creation rather
than the existence of a spiritually tangible Creator of eternity; yet as soon as
his own will becomes less important other thoughts will be able to arise in him
and he can consider it possible for a higher Power to be the Originator and
Controller .... And I will always endeavour to influence the human being such
that he can achieve this realisation.

During the last days before the end faith will continue to dwindle, and even My
revelation will not achieve very much, precisely because of people’s will, which
cannot be coerced. However, I will not stop speaking to people from above,
because My Word has the strength to change a person’s thinking if he allows
it to take effect in him. For it does happen, albeit only rarely, that complete
unbelievers hear or read My Word and feel touched by it. However, every soul
is important to Me and I will not slow down trying to attract each individual
soul. And by way of fate I also cross the path of people who do not want to
believe, by allowing them to meet with serious difficulties so that they can turn
to an overwhelmingly powerful Being with an appeal for help .... Yet I must
always grant complete freedom to their will and therefore I can only ever aim to
influence this will, which indeed will be done by My love and mercy for as long
as the human being lives on earth ....

Amen
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BD 4541 received 15.01.1949

Existence of God ....
Worldly scholars ....
Heart and intellect ....

The worldly scholar often finds it difficult to believe in a Deity because his
intellect is forced to conclude otherwise due to knowledge which, however,
does not entirely correspond to the truth. Simply a mistaken view concerning
the evolution of the earth leads to wrong ideas, and then it is difficult to
acknowledge an eternal Creator, a Being which could certainly be recognised by
its expression of strength, but whose recognition is usually not wanted. Science
attempts to prove everything. However, where this is not possible it does not
admit its inability but simply refuses to acknowledge what is outside the scope
of its research. And thus it is based on a wrong concept, and the path to the
eternal Deity is ultimately very difficult to find, even if the will to do so exists.

All kinds of research activity should start by revealing God’s existence, which
admittedly cannot be proven but which can be believed with complete inner
conviction. Such research will then progress quickly and successfully. But to
achieve this certain belief the human being, in spite of his keen intellect, has to
disregard the latter for the time being and dedicate himself to the feeling of his
heart, he has to leave all science to one side and, like a child, allow himself to
be taught from within, i.e. he has to accept what his feeling imagines or wants
as the truth. Effectively, he has to dream with open eyes. Then he will always
find a Deity, Who directs and guides everything, and he will know that he is
supported by It.

A human being’s innermost desire is and remains a strong power above himself;
however, worldly intellect attempts to stifle this because it is also spoken to by
the one who wants to supplant the Deity but who is unable to enter the human
heart and instead attempts to influence the human intellect all the more. God
expresses Himself through the heart, his adversary expresses himself through
the intellect, unless the heart is stronger and persuades the intellect to be on
its side. In that case it is also possible to recognise God intellectually, heart and
intellect will aspire to the eternal Deity and then science will also build on a
different foundation, it will draw different conclusions which will definitely not
be false ones. Because once an investigation with belief in a Deity begins it will
sooner or later achieve success and also come close to the truth, irrespective
to which field it is applied. Then science and belief will no longer contradict
but merely complement each other, and only then will knowledge be free from
error, when it is in harmony with the belief in God as an omnipotent, wise and
loving Being Which governs everything that was, is and remains in eternity
....

Amen
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BD 7665 received 04.08.1960

Faith in God in free will ....

My strength of love flows into every human heart when it opens itself to receive
it. And My strength of love causes the spark of love to ignite itself and the flame
to leap towards Me, the Father-Spirit of eternity. And thus the path to Me is
unimpeded, it was started purely by the will to be illuminated by Me and My
love, in other words, anyone with a positive attitude towards Me, anyone who
believes in Me and wants to stay in contact with Me, will also receive My divine
strength of love. And then he will advance in his development, for this is the
effect of My strength. Hence the human being first has to believe in a God and
Creator and recognise himself as My living creation, for only then will his desire
awaken to enter into contact with Me, and then he will open himself to Me,
thus willingly allowing himself to be illuminated by My strength of love, for
only this willingness is required for it to happen. But it is difficult for a person to
be affected by this ray of love if he does not believe in Me, if he merely regards
himself to be a product of nature and therefore never establishes a bond either,
because he refuses to acknowledge a Being Which has created him.
An extraordinary occurrence could certainly allow him to gain faith in Me, yet
he may never be compellingly influenced or his faith would be worthless. And
all proof of My existence is compelling. Even My Word would be compelling
evidence were I to speak to people directly from above, so that everyone would
have to hear My voice and believe in Me .... Such faith, however, is of no value
.... Yet My Word is conveyed to humanity all the same, I merely avail Myself
of a human form and speak through it directly .... but I leave each person the
freedom to believe or disbelief whether these Words are spoken by a supremely
perfect Being .... Free will is always decisive, and faith can never be forcibly
attained. And even if I Myself revealed the most profound wisdom to people it
would nevertheless not suffice to persuade a person into believing in Me if he
doesn’t want to .....
Alternatively, however, it is enough to give evidence of Myself to a person ....
The human being can gain such convinced faith through My Word that no
power of hell can take it away from him. For My Word is an illumination of love
which can touch the human heart, which can trigger the love that grants him
radiant enlightenment .... And then love will be pushing towards love .... Then
a light will be kindled within the heart, the radiance of which dissolves all that
is dark, which completely drives away the darkness .... which bestows a living
faith upon a person, which is unshakable and withstands every onslaught that
time and again is launched by hostile forces .... And thus it will always be up to
the human being himself as to whether he allows himself to be touched by My
ray of love, for he has to open himself voluntarily .... he has to want to enter into
contact with Me as his God and Creator; he has to believe that he has emerged
from the hand of a perfect Being and that he cannot sever the connection with
this Being .... Then he will acknowledge Me, and only then will he look for Me
and I will let Myself be found ....

Amen
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BD 8035 received 07.11.1961

Wrong image of God ....
Misguided teachings ....

What kind of distorted image of My Being do you get when I Am portrayed to
you as a God of wrath and vengeance, as a strict judge without mercy, Who only
punishes and condemns and never shows mercy .... You can only be fearful of
such a God, you will be obedient to him because of fear, you will also observe
his commandments only for fear of punishment but you can never love him
in the way I want to be loved by you .... Consequently, as long you as you are
presented with such an image of Myself you are not walking in truth, you are
still in spiritual darkness and will hardly achieve your goal to find unification
with Me .... Because only love can achieve this, and you can hardly feel love for
a Being that is presented to you in such a way. I, however, want to win your love,
only your complete trust, I want to be recognized by you as faithful Father Who
wants to be closely linked to His children because of love. And that is why you
must also have the right image of Me, you have to be given the truth about My
Being Which is love, wisdom and power in Itself .... Which is supremely perfect
and Which you can love in return when you feel embraced by My love, which
eternally is intended for you ....
You can only fear a God who punishes you when you have offended but you
cannot love him .... I, however, don’t punish you but only ever help you to escape
your sinful state and bestow you with strength and mercy to achieve it. And
I will never cast into the abyss what has become sinful, I will never condemn
it but always attempt to lift it from the depth because I take pity on it since is
has taken the path into the depth itself .... And all methods I use to lift again
what has fallen, what has become sinful, are evidence of My love and not acts
of punishment which are incompatible with My infinite love .... You need never
believe teachings which portray Me as an avenging and punishing God .... And
therefore you may certainly reject the teaching of eternal condemnation because
I never condemn a living creation .... but it has desired the depth of its own
free will and eternally I only want to release it from the depth again. However,
that My justice may not be abolished should explain to you that I cannot give
happiness to a being which has voluntarily distanced itself from Me and desired
the depth ....
But when you think of Me you should always regard Me as a benevolent,
exceedingly affectionate Father Who is always willing to give you His love
but Who, due to His perfection, cannot act regardless of eternal order ....
Nevertheless, the path to Me is always available to the being .... Even whose
who have fallen to the lowest point need only longingly stretch their hands
out to Me and I will take hold of them and lift them up because My love and
My mercy are so great that I overlook every guilt if the being surrenders to Me
voluntarily .... Then I can delete the guilt, because for that reason I had shed My
blood in the man Jesus, thus the guilt has been paid for as justice demands. And
if My Being is described to you in all truthfulness you will not find it difficult to
take the path to Me voluntarily ....
But you will give little love to a God Whom you must fear and thus the pure truth
has to be given to you .... spiritual knowledge which gives you clear information
about Me, your God and Creator, Who wants to be your Father .... Because
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misguided teachings cannot lead you into happiness. Consequently they have
to be denounced since they originate from My adversary who wants to keep you
in darkness of spirit .... who will do anything to prevent you from finding your
way to Me .... who places fear of Me into the human hearts to stop love from
appearing which unites the child with the Father .... I, however, want your love
and will therefore repeatedly bring you the truth about Me and My Being, and
you will be happy when you live in the truth ....

Amen

BD 4484 received 11.11.1948

The doctrine of the Trinity of God ....

You have the gift of being able to use your intellect and you ought to use
this gift. In an earthly respect your life compels you to do so and you readily
comply with this compulsion. It is the most natural thing in the world for
you to think about everything you encounter, to explore and ponder and thus
intellectually enhance your earthly knowledge. But only rarely if ever do you
use your intellect in order to acquire spiritual knowledge of your own inner
accord. You certainly allow yourselves to receive it from external sources and
accept it without using your intellect, without scrutinising or thinking about it.
But you don’t assimilate it with your intellect and thus you don’t use the latter,
or you misuse it by drawing entirely wrong conclusions because you accept the
spiritual knowledge you receive without examination. But He Who endowed
you with intellect will also hold you to account as to how you have used it.
Countless people live with misconceptions because they don’t think about
doctrines which should motivate their scrutiny because, in the form they are
presented to people, they are simply unacceptable .... Admittedly, you reject all
scrutiny with the remark that you, as human beings, are incapable of making
a correct judgment, and you are right insofar as your intellect alone is not
enough for this. Yet each and every time this has to be countered by the fact
that enlightenment by the spirit can and always must be requested in order to
truthfully explain the most difficult problems, and that God will never deny His
assistance to someone who seriously wants it. And thus it is also possible for
a human being to get an explanation for questions which the intellect alone is
unable to answer. But the less a person believes that he is incapable of making
a correct judgment the more it is necessary to appeal to God for assistance.
This is more advisable than to accept doctrines which a person finds difficult to
accept, for whatever a person wants to endorse as truth also has to be completely
explained to him, on account of which teachings from above are constantly
conveyed to earth which bring light into the spiritual darkness. And darkness is
wherever the truth is being displaced or veiled, where misguided teachings are
spread and upheld by people as truth. And this darkness shall be penetrated by
light .... Lies and error shall be displaced by the truth, it shall be exposed where
people are wrongly instructed, because only the truth leads to eternal life and
only the truth is divine, whereas misguided teachings are God-opposing ....
And so it is essential to throw light on a doctrine which, mixed up and completely
distorted by the enemy of souls, has found approval amongst people, and
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precisely because the latter did not use their gift of intellect and accepted
without inspection what they were offered: the doctrine of the Trinity of God
.... This doctrine is completely incomprehensible, that is, it cannot be rationally
grasped and understood, it is an unacceptable explanation of the eternal Deity
because it is absurd, since the human being who is professing it is not allowed to
think about it anymore or, if he thinks about it, cannot admit to it .... Wanting
to place the eternal Deity into a strictly-limited form is a sign of those people’s
imperfection who accept this teaching. Every form is a strictly-limited concept
but God’s Being is limitless because it is something profoundly perfect. Hence
something supremely perfect cannot be divided either, for perfection is a state of
spirit and something spiritual can never be divided into three parts .... thus one
can never speak of a three-person God because it is an inconceivable concept
which will lead to completely wrong points of view about the Deity’s nature.
God the Father .... God the Son .... and God the holy Spirit .... these concepts
do not justify the assumption that three persons have united themselves as the
eternal Deity, hence that these three amount to one God, whereas the nature of
God can be made comprehensible to people if the three concepts are explained
such that the ‘Father’ is love, the ‘Son’ is wisdom and the ‘Spirit’ is strength ....

And this alone is the correct explanation which is the foundation of the doctrine
of the Trinity of God, yet due to misunderstanding it was wrongly interpreted
and resulted in the misguided teaching that the Deity consists of three persons.

The spirit of God, the partial concept of God’s Nature, can never be personified;
it cannot be limited to a form in line with human ideas, it is an infinite abundance
of light and strength which is directed and used by an exceptionally strong will
of love. The light is God .... the strength is God .... and the will of love is God ....
one is not without the other, everything Divine incorporates this Trinity within
Itself; it is the sign of perfection if love, wisdom and strength are inherent in
a being, in which case it has become an image of God. Yet it is only ever one
Being .... not a form but something infinite, spiritual, which requires no form
in order to exist and which would burst all forms if they had not spiritualised
themselves first, so that they were able to contain love, wisdom and strength in
abundance without ceasing to exist.

Such a form was the human being Jesus, Who was chosen by God as the carrier
of the entire abundance of love, wisdom and strength in order to serve people
as a conceivable Deity so that they can believe in an Essence Which, being of
supreme perfection, is nevertheless in connection with imperfect people, His
living creations. But this form was purely physical, it was effectively only at the
disposal of physical onlookers because the spirit requires no form in order to
be able to be seen .... The idea of Father, Son and holy Spirit as three separate
entities .... even with the addition that they are one .... is misleading, because
people will then be at risk of implementing a separation by calling upon every
part individually and will thereby increase the consciousness of each of the three
parts, thereby losing the right, truthful sense of the one God to Whom alone
they should turn in every earthly and spiritual adversity.

Even the man Jesus, Who lived on earth as an individual being in order to
accept the abundance of God within Himself, became one with Him, which was
evidenced by His ascension, because the body had completely spiritualised itself
and all substances were able to join the eternal Deity and thus there no longer
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existed two separate beings who were perfect but it was only one Deity, Which
was love, wisdom and strength in supreme perfection. God the Father, God
the Son and His Spirit, which permeates the whole of infinity and implements
everything that is determined by His will. It is the eternal Deity’s Nature which
is being characterised by the concepts of Father, Son and holy Spirit. Wisdom ....
the Son .... comes forth from the Father of love, and the all-permeating strength
implements what is decided by the Father and the Son. God is all-powerful and
exceedingly wise and loving .... This concept is more understandable and solves
the problem of the triune Deity in the simplest way, and only spiritually blind
people are unable to grasp or acknowledge this uncomplicated solution because
they are misled by spiritually blind leaders who are unenlightened and refuse
to let themselves be taught ....

Amen

BD 7834 received 23.02.1961

Blind faith is worthless ....

The human being shall believe but he shall not believe blindly .... he shall form
a mental opinion about everything he is required to believe and then let his
heart decide whether to reject or accept it. This is what I expect of people, but I
Am not content with blind faith when the demand of such signifies a coercion
of will, as I gave people completely free will. And you always have to bear the
human being’s freedom of will in mind, then you will also recognise whether
a doctrine has originated from Me, for I gave you humans absolute freedom,
I gave you no other commandments apart from the divine commandments of
love, the fulfilment of which, however, also presuppose free will. So now I want
to guide you into bliss, and for that reason I repeatedly convey My Word to
you .... I instruct you and familiarise you with spiritual knowledge .... and once
again it is up to you to believe it or not .... Yet you have to form your own opinion
about it, you have to think about it and have the good intention to recognise
and accept what is right. I don’t expect you to blindly believe what you receive
through My Word; yet I expect you to scrutinise it before you make a judgment,
and after serious examination you will also recognise the truth of what you are
presented with, and then you will no longer believe blindly.

But I cannot absolve many people from the accusation of having accepted
spiritual values without checking them and then holding on to them .... which,
after serious consideration, they would have had to recognise as being untrue ....
Many people are satisfied with what was handed on to them by way of tradition,
and they deem it wrong to dwell on it because this is what they were also taught
.... But how do they want to justify themselves one day? Every human being
received from Me the gift of faculty of thought, but does he make use of it? Why
does he scrutinise the value of earthly commodities but refrains from doing so
with spiritual goods? Why is the salvation of his soul of so little significance to
each individual person that he would anxiously ask himself whether he can rely
on the fact that he was offered the truth? Why is he indifferent to the ‘truth’?
For truly, anyone who desires the truth will not live in darkness .... And this
state of indifference can be found wherever any kind of spiritual knowledge is
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unreservedly and without scrutiny accepted because it originates from a specific
source .... and precisely this source was not made accessible by Me, or the
human being would live in truth and also clearly recognise it as such as soon as
he forms an opinion of it. You, however, accept and believe blindly, and thus
you strengthen the power of the one who is My adversary, who wants to push
you into darkness and keep you there .... For you have dedicated yourselves to
an organisation but not to Me, Who in fact wants to guide you to the light ....

However, you have free will and therefore I have never proceeded forcibly but
left the decision to you, and as long as you have searched for Me in all sincerity
I allow Myself to be found and kindle a bright light in you which also clearly
illuminates My adversary’s activity. And every person can possess this light by
just desiring the light .... But it involves the sincere will to be released from My
adversary and this necessitates a close bond with Me .... And thus you need
only ask yourselves whether you .... who believe blindly because you are told
to do so .... feel impelled towards Me .... No one having sought this close bond
with Me has remained empty-handed, for I reveal Myself to everyone and grant
him the enlightenment which illumines his path ahead. For if he is searching
for Me then love is in him too, which soon will bestow upon him the correct
realisation. And thus he will also be able to separate error from truth, he will no
longer believe blindly, his bond with Me will release him from My adversary,
who will no longer be able to keep a person in darkness once he has seen the
light, which makes him happy and only increases his desire for more light ....
And he will free himself from the influence of those who pretend to be My
true representatives on earth, who do not live in truth themselves and therefore
cannot distribute it either .... who exert spiritual coercion on their followers,
which can never correspond to My will, because earthly life is a matter of the
human being’s free decision of will which is being prevented by the former ....

Amen

BD 7629 received 22.06.1960

Sincere desire for truth guarantees truth ....

Understand that it only requires a sincere desire for truth in order to be able
to receive it .... Yet this sincere desire is rarely to be found, even though every
person claims to strive for truth. But this, too, is just something people say
without spending any thought on it, given that the desire for truth ought to arise
from deep within the heart and not leave the person again .... he should dread
nothing more than falling prey to error, and therefore he has to approach Me
in his heart and appeal to Me to impart the truth to him. And it will be given
to him .... If, however, the human being has received knowledge and holds on
to this knowledge without ever having checked that it is true, then it will also
be difficult to offer him the truth if it does not correspond to his knowledge,
for he will refuse to let go of his knowledge in exchange for the pure truth ....
In that case he lacks the inner desire for truth, and he will also be incapable of
examining it because he fails to make contact with Me, because he fails to appeal
to Me for spiritual enlightenment in order to be able to form a correct opinion.
This is why it is not always possible to convey the pure truth to earth, this is
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why so much spiritual information is assumed to be true although it cannot lay
claim to it. And yet it is endorsed as truth .... especially if it originated from the
spiritual kingdom, if people believe that they definitely have received the truth.
But since the recipient’s sincere desire is a prerequisite for the conveyance of
truth, the ‘origin from the spiritual kingdom’ does not always guarantee the truth
of what is transmitted to earth .... rather, it necessitates serious examination.
And this has to be conducted with Me, with My support.

For the spiritual kingdom also shelters beings of darkness or imperfect beings
which still uphold the incorrect knowledge they have taken across from earth
and which they just as eagerly endorse in the kingdom of the beyond as they
have done on earth. The human being is unable to detach himself from what
he loves even in the spiritual kingdom. And that is significant for his process
of development, since it can last eternities until such a soul has liberated
itself, until it finally starts to accept the truth. But it can influence people in
the spiritual kingdom detrimentally if it finds willing people to whom it can
mentally transmit wrong information or through statements made to people
who consider themselves mediums who consciously establish contact from
earth to the spiritual kingdom. Such contact can and will only be beneficial if
the human being is governed by the sincere desire for truth and always appeals
for support through My spirit .... Then there will be no risk, then the person will
build a firm wall around himself which ignorant beings cannot overstep and
only the world of light will have access to him, which will truly only impart the
truth from Me because it works on My instructions and because it is My will
that you shall be taught the pure truth ....

And everyone should examine himself as to what extent he wants the truth ....
He shall fear error and always pray to Me for protection from it and his appeal
will be granted, for I Myself want you humans to live in truth; I Myself want you
to receive it, hence I will also provide you with the opportunity, always assuming
that the same will for truth is inherent in you which is your certain protection
from misguided spiritual information, from erroneous thinking and wrong
interpretation of what you are offered. For the truth-desiring human being
will also have the right power of judgment, because I convey it to him at the
same time as the truth and therefore he is also able to examine the value of the
spiritual information. I Myself Am the Truth, I Myself want to enter into contact
with My living creations and thus I also want My living creations to live in truth
.... And I will protect them from the influence of beings which try to spread
error and disguise themselves as beings of light in order to deceive you into
becoming victims of misconceptions. The close bond with Me also guarantees
correct thinking, correct instruction, it guarantees you the transmission of truth
through the spirit .... For the spiritual spark inside of you is part of Me, and
it will truly instruct you correctly .... You should all endeavour to be directly
taught by your spirit so that you won’t need to abide by transmissions from the
spiritual world which you cannot verify because you don’t know the spiritual
state of those who receive such channelled messages .... for there is always a
great danger of interference by beings who lack realisation .... But wherever My
spirit is at work you will know that I speak to you Myself and that I really impart
the truth to you because I want My living creations on earth to live in truth ....
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because only through truth can they attain Me and therefore also bliss ....
Amen

BD 7797 received 14.01.1961

What is the purpose of life on earth? ....

You have to know the purpose of your earthly life if your progress as a human
being is to be successful and you want to reach the goal, if you once again want
to become what you had been in the beginning .... You came forth from Me
as supremely perfect beings, you were created in My image, endowed with all
divine attributes, full of light and strength, and you were in constant contact
with Me as your God and Creator, so that you were continuously able to receive
light and strength from Me and thus were also indescribably happy. But your
perfect nature also included free will or you could not have been called divine
living creations. Consequently this free will had to open up two possibilities for
you: to remain as perfect as I had created you, or to relinquish your perfection
and change your nature into the opposite .... Thus you were meant to prove
your ‘divinity’ by keeping the direction of your will in line with Mine, so that
it totally merged with My will although it was completely free .... In that case,
however, you also had to be capable of behaving to the contrary .... You also had
to be able to fall away from Me as a sign of free will, if this was opposed to Me
and My will.
I required My ‘created’ living beings to make this decision of will in order to
be able to grant them even greater delights .... I required this decision of will
of My first created being, the spirit of light, whom My greater than great love
externalised and who, as My image, was intended to create and work with and
beside Me in the spiritual kingdom. He had come forth from Me in supreme
perfection, he was My image .... Yet one thing set him apart from Me: he
received his strength from Me, whereas I was the source of strength Myself ....
He certainly recognised this, for he possessed absolute realisation .... And so he
was confronted by the test of will which required him to acknowledge Me as the
source of strength from Which he constantly received his power .... However,
his will and My strength had brought countless beings into existence, all of
whom were of highest perfection, endowed with all gifts and free will which
demonstrated their divine nature. And the awareness of having been the creator
of all these beings made this first-created spirit, the bearer of light, arrogant,
and in his arrogance he rebelled against Me.
Hence he did not pass the test of will but he voluntarily caused a separation
from Me which, admittedly, was impossible to happen, because all created
spirits would have perished in view of the fact that they are unable to exist
without Me and My flow of strength .... but the bearer of light .... Lucifer ....
deliberately turned away from Me, and therefore fell into the abyss, drawing
with him a large number of beings which likewise were supposed to make a
decision and deserted Me .... This occurrence, which took place in the spiritual
kingdom, forms the basis of the ‘creation of the world’, of the countless different
kinds of creations which I brought into being as the ‘path of return’ for the spirits,
in order to guide all fallen spirits back to their origin again, in order to guide
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them back to Me, because they can only be happy again when they are united
with Me, whereas the distance from Me signifies a state of utter wretchedness. I
Am now trying to make this information accessible to you humans, for you are
these fallen spirits which are on the path of return to Me and are approaching the
goal. You had changed your once perfect nature into the opposite and became
imperfect ....
Even as human beings you are still imperfect creatures, but you are able to
perfect yourselves during your earthly life if only you fulfil My will, if you fit
in with My law of divine order, if you live a life of love and completely change
your nature into love again, as it was in the beginning .... Love reunites you with
Me, but you have to accept it from Me voluntarily again. You must not resist it
when My love wants to illuminate you once more; you have to do your utmost
in order to fulfil your task in earthly life, which solely consists of directing your
will towards Me, of surrendering to Me and striving towards Me with love ....
Then profound knowledge will be revealed to you, the darkness within you
will recede, you will achieve bright realisation, understand all correlations and
leave the state of wretchedness, you will enter into union with Me and in this
unity find the former bliss again which you once voluntarily relinquished but
which belongs to every being that once originated from Me as a radiant image of
Myself .... and which it irrevocably will become again one day, because this has
been and will remain the goal of My creation: to educate ‘children’ for Myself
who can create and work with Me in supreme happiness ....

Amen

BD 7781 received 25.12.1960

Jesus Christ’s act of Salvation ....

The return to Me was guaranteed as a result of My act of Salvation .... One
day all souls will be able to stay with Me again, one day all beings which once
had originated from Me will be permeated by My love again, as it was in the
beginning, for with My sacrificial death on the cross I established a bridge from
the abyss to the pinnacle, from the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of
light and beatitude .... My death on the cross paid for the extreme guilt which
separated all beings from Me when they followed My adversary into the abyss
....
Until My arrival on earth an unbridgeable gulf existed between people and
Myself which they had caused themselves but which they were no longer able to
bridge by themselves since they were too weak, since the burden of sin pushed
them to the ground and My adversary, too, prevented their every attempt to
bridge this gulf. And thus I built a bridge by descending to earth Myself and
only then made amends for the immense guilt .... by taking the burden of sin
from people and shouldering it Myself I walked the path to the cross with it ....
What was impossible before has now become feasible: that people who are of
good will shall follow Me and take the path of the cross, that they only abide by
Me and never exclude Me again, that they want to belong to those for whom
I died on the cross, and that they then find complete forgiveness of their guilt
which enables their return to Me again into the kingdom of light .... I did not
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forsake people in their adversity, I came to help them, I took abode in a human
being’s shell and accomplished in this human being Jesus the act of Salvation,
for I wanted to start a path leading from the abyss to the pinnacle again ....

And My life on earth was a life of love until My death, for people lacked love
and therefore I set an example to them, for only love is redeeming, because
love is the law of eternal order and because .... anyone who returns to Me ....
has to change his nature into love in order to unite with Me again, since I Am
love Myself .... And thus the kingdom of light and earth were bridged when
I descended to earth Myself. And you all have to cross this bridge in order to
reach Me again, Who was unattainable to you because of your guilt.

But My love is greater than your guilt, and My love sought a way out, it tried to
re-establish the connection between you and Me which was broken by you ....
And thus I found a way: My love Itself made amends for the guilt and opened
the path of return to Me. By then a connection had been established from the
kingdom of light to earth, because a soul of light had descended to earth in
which I was able to embody Myself; for this soul took on flesh .... the human
being Jesus was born, Who then travelled the path on which all human beings
can follow Him, which enables you to enter the kingdom of light and concludes
your return to Me .... My love built this bridge for you, for My love took abode in
this shell and walked the path of the cross for you, that is, it compensated for the
immense guilt of your apostasy from Me which had created the unbridgeable
gulf between the kingdom of light and darkness .... My love for you is infinite
and wants to win you back again, My living creations. Yet My justice did not
permit Me to accept you again without the redemption of your guilt. And thus
My love has also made amends for the guilt on your behalf .... a human being
made the sacrifice of atonement on your behalf, and I Myself was within this
human being ....

What was impossible before My crucifixion became achievable through the
crucifixion: that you were allowed to approach Me again, that you would be
able to return to your true home again, into the kingdom of light, where you can
be active again in light and strength and freedom as in the beginning. The path
to Me was open, you could leave your guilt behind under the cross, you could
hand yourselves over to the love and mercy of Jesus, your Redeemer, and He
would then open the gate to beatitude for you, to the kingdom of light. But even
this, your ‘deliverance’, is a matter of your free will, otherwise every soul would
instantly return to the kingdom of light, but in that case My goal to prepare you
as My children would not be achieved .... You have to take the path to the cross
of your own free will, in free will you have to ask for forgiveness of sins, and
in free will you have to desire your salvation and approach Me in Jesus Christ.
And it will be given to you .... you will return to Me and be joyfully received by
your Father, Who descended to earth Himself in order to set you free ....

Amen
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BD 8228 received 30.07.1962

Test the spirits ....

You humans should believe that I will keep sending you the truthful information
about Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation, for you have to recognise and
acknowledge Him .... the divine Redeemer .... as Son of God and Redeemer
of the world Who had sheltered Me within Himself. But the mission He had
to fulfil on earth cannot be proven to you, yet I Myself will convey the correct
information of Him to you through My spirit, and this in itself will be proof
to you .... For what historically cannot be demonstrated to you, shall be taught
to you by My spirit .... And thus you also know that it is I Myself Who reveals
this to you .... that you can ‘test the spirits’ by all means, for as soon as you are
given information about Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation you know that it
is the spirit of God, which can only impart the pure truth. You are entitled to
scrutinise the origin of all spiritual knowledge, and I Myself have shown you the
criterion, for no opposing spirit will ever proclaim that ‘Jesus Christ has come
in the flesh ....’ And once you have got the proof that it is the activity of ‘God’s
spirit’ then you can also accept everything proclaimed by this spirit as truth.

My working within the human being, which expresses itself so distinctly as
the transmission of My Word, cannot be interpreted or explained as personal
intellectual thought, but it can be even less described as My adversary’s activity,
for then people only demonstrate that they themselves do not recognise the
Father’s voice, that they do not belong to My Own who completely hand
themselves over to Me, but that they are intellectually still too active themselves
or they would feel that they are addressed by Me, their Father of eternity .... For
My transmission of the Word into a human heart .... be it directly or through
My messengers .... will not fail to have the desired effect. It touches the heart
as soon as it just opens itself and is willing to be addressed by Me; and that
necessitates that the person listens to Me impartially and thus is also willing to
let himself be permeated by My spirit, by My light of love ....

However, if a person undertakes a purely intellectual examination of the spir-
itual knowledge he received from Me, then he will hardly be able to recognise
His Father’s voice, for it will not touch his heart, and only this is capable to
make the test. You shall not blindly believe what you inwardly reject .... Yet
if My revelations are conveyed to you then you will never have a feeling of
resistance, providing you desire to be addressed by Me Myself .... rather, My
Words will so touch you that you would not want to miss them anymore, and
you will also be fully convinced of the truth, because you are now able to feel
Me Myself .... The content of divine revelations will always consist of God’s
human manifestation in Jesus and the act of Salvation, and this shall always be
the clearest evidence for the truth, for My adversary would never inform you
of the fact that Jesus Christ sacrificed Himself on the cross on your behalf, in
Whom I Myself accomplished the act of Salvation .... My adversary will never
try to encourage you humans to believe in Jesus, he will never preach love to
you, which likewise is the substance of My revelations, for only love unites you
with Me and he will prevent everything that could establish this unification.

You have to know about his nature, which is pure hatred and wants to corrupt
you .... And you will be able to recognise his activity by the fact that he will
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do everything to demean My divine revelations and to darken your spirit as to
prevent you from recognising Me .... However, you need only appeal to Me for
illumination of your spirit, and truly, I will help you and change every ambiguity
into brightest realisation, if only you seriously desire it. My adversary only ever
seeks to cause confusion, but he will only be successful where the desire for
the pure truth is not yet prevalent; but where it exists he has lost all power, for
I Myself radiate the light which agreeably touches everyone who wants to be
enlightened ....

Amen

BD 8254 received 27.08.1962

Understanding the working of the spirit ....

The knowledge which is imparted to you through an instrument of My choice
comes forth from Me, the Eternal Truth, and therefore also has to be true .... With
good will you can certainly recognise it as a direct revelation from Me, because
the transmission process of spiritual knowledge on this scale demonstrates an
extraordinary ability, an ability which no human being can ever acquire himself
but shows the working of a Power Which has this knowledge at its disposal and
can also transmit it to people .... It is God’s spirit which is speaking to people,
that is, the spirit within the person, being in constant contact with the Father-
Spirit, which is educating the person from within .... It is not an instruction from
person to person but a revelation on My part which I promised people when I
Myself lived on earth. No human being can claim that he is able to intellectually
penetrate the truth, and this is why spiritual information that has originated
from Me is often doubted, for as long as the human being is still spiritually
unenlightened he cannot understand such ‘working of the spirit’ which gives
evidence of Me Myself, that I reveal Myself to people in order to bring them the
pure truth. Only the Eternal Truth Itself can be the Provider of truth, and then
it is only up to you humans to scrutinise the spiritual knowledge as to whether
it is the truth from God .....

Spiritual knowledge can never be proven .... but if a person is taught from
within he will need no external resources, he will need no instructions from
other people, and by way of inner education he will also receive illumination
.... he will recognise that the imparted knowledge is the truth, because I also
bestow upon the instrument, which is used by Me to convey the truth to earth,
power of judgment and full understanding for everything which extends into
the spiritual realm, which cannot be explained or proven in an earthly way ....
which therefore has to be believed and also can be believed because it emanates
wisdom and grants clear realisation and extensive knowledge to someone who
accepts these revelations. When people exchange their points of view they are
not protected from error, for when human intellect gets active error can occur
through the adversary’s influence, and full conviction of the truth will be lacking
in people .... But I want people to live in truth, because only truth can make them
happy. And the transmission of truth can only take place through an obedient
earthly child which willingly serves Me as a vessel into which My spirit can
flow. And then you humans can also be confident that the Eternal Truth Itself
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is speaking to you, that it is imparting substantial knowledge to you which
you will never be able to receive in any other way but through the working
of My spirit. The fact that it is doubted time and again that I reveal Myself to
you is proof that people still keep themselves very distant from Me, that they
themselves have no connection with Me as yet and are therefore of darkened
spirit, in which My adversary wants to keep them in order to prevent them from
recognising Me and taking their path to Me.

Nevertheless, I know how urgently people need the truth, I know that they
are taking the wrong path as long as they are not taught by Me Myself, Who
instructs them truthfully and explains the purpose and goal of their earthly
life to them .... And since I yearn for their return to Me I show them the path
which leads to Me: I convey truthful knowledge to them which will guide them
out of the darkness of night into the light of day .... The truth can only come
forth from God and that is why you humans have to ask Me for it, for you
have to activate your free will and desire the truth, since then the human being
will also desire Me Myself .... And I will not deny Myself to any person, I will
not withhold the truth from anyone who seriously requests it .... But the fact
that earth is shrouded in profound darkness, that people walk along without
light, simply demonstrates that they are totally indifferent to the truth, that they
don’t want to escape the darkness, otherwise they would truly find another path
which I illuminate for them Myself and which leads to the right goal. As soon
as they want to know the truth they will also realise when I reveal Myself and
subsequently also know that I convey nothing but purest truth to you humans,
if only you are of good will ....

Amen

BD 7597 received 08.05.1960

Living faith ....
Awakening of life ....

Awakening into true life begins when the human being makes conscious con-
tact with God, when he acknowledges a Being above himself .... when he thus
believes in this Being and tries to join Him, that is, when he feels a relationship
between the higher Being and himself and would like to continue this relation-
ship. In that case the spiritual spark in him has already come alive and is trying
to influence him from within to strive towards the eternal Father-Spirit. The
spark of love has already ignited itself, thus he will always feel inwardly urged
to do deeds of love, although at first they will only consist of being kind towards
his fellow human beings .... But love will always be recognisable or the life in
him would be unable to arise. And now this life is making itself noticeable, it
is effectively a second life within himself, independent from his actual physical
life which every human being experiences even if the spiritual spark in him is
still dormant and he is thus spiritually dead. But only this second life gives the
human being real satisfaction, for then he will be associating with God through
directing his thoughts towards Him and through prayer .... And this person will
not forget his God either, because God Himself will hold on to him and prevent
the person from succumbing to death once more ....
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Nevertheless, a distinction has to be made between the intellectual knowledge
of Him and the living awareness of a higher Being, for anything taught can be
forgotten again, it can be rejected at a later time; it has not yet brought the soul
to life .... The latter knowledge, however, can lead to a living faith if the human
being is of good will .... And then he will never lose the life again once it has
come awake in him. And it can arise from the moment the human being is able
to think. For as soon as he is willing to love his thinking will be guided correctly,
and then he will seek the bond with God, with a Being to Whom he can give
himself with confidence. For the human being feels his own inadequacy, he feels
that he needs a Guide and Protector because he is aware of his weakness .... And
therefore he looks for the Being from Which he expects help in every situation
of life .... It happens unconsciously at first but it makes him very happy if he can
believe in such a Being and has entered into contact with Him. This is the plain
and simple faith which can be gained by every child but which is alive in him
and not the result of teachings, which the child can certainly accept but which
do not bestow the inner conviction upon him. For this conviction involves the
child’s willingness to love which brings the spiritual spark within itself to life.
And everything else will then be induced by this spiritual spark, which time and
again will stimulate the person’s longing for the eternal Father-Spirit until the
person quite consciously establishes the bond through heartfelt prayer which
then, however, will absolutely guarantee the Father’s care of the child and will
never again let it descend into spiritual blindness, into death.

This is why the passing on of religious doctrines is not sufficient; although they
will not be rejected they won’t necessarily bestow ‘life’. Only love manages to
attain true life, and this alone motivates the children to think about the religious
doctrines and look for the Father, Who will also let Himself be found .... And
then the spiritual spark within the person will constantly urge him towards
the Father-Spirit. He will feel inwardly pushed to bond with Him; he will feel
inwardly pushed into kind-hearted activity and prayer. And both will initiate
the unification with Him, which is the purpose and goal of earthly life .... both
will awaken the human being into eternal life, into a life he cannot lose anymore
because it is the spiritual life which has nothing in common with earthly life.
And then the human being will have found his God, the child will have found
the Father and surrendered itself to Him forever .... And from now on the
human being cannot die again; he will live eternally ....

Amen
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BD 7533 received 27.02.1960

Standstill of earthly life ....

You start your life on earth without knowing the purpose of earthly life, you
gradually become aware of yourselves and then you first have to be informed
of the meaning and purpose of your existence. Yet this instruction by and large
only concerns your physical welfare, and it can often take a long time before
you become aware of a spiritual life .... before you consider your soul and its
requirements. If, however, you are correctly instructed early enough, that is, if
your attention is drawn to your spiritual development, then your soul will be
able to prepare itself accordingly and assert its wishes, i.e. you can live a spiritual
life next to the purely physical life and gain spiritual benefits for the soul ....
However, a person who only pays attention to his earthly life, who only meets
the body’s requirements and ignores his soul, will gain little spiritual success.
Only when he becomes aware of the fact that there is a different purpose and
goal than merely the physical welfare of the body can the beginning of a spiritual
life be spoken of. Prior to that earthly life is just a standstill, lived in vain for the
soul, for the human being’s spiritual development.

But every person has the opportunity to receive the information about the
meaning and purpose of existence, it is just that he doesn’t always believe these
explanations, in which case the soul will be considerably disadvantaged ....
And then it can often take a long time until the person begins to understand
the worthlessness of earthly ambitions and strives towards a different, spiritual
goal. Nevertheless, it has to be left up to him in which direction he shall turn
his thoughts and his will, yet he will always receive instructions and then it will
depend on him whether these instructions will help him gain understanding,
and whether he will derive a benefit from the information conveyed to him. He
has to accept this information of his own free will, he simply has to want to fulfil
the right purpose of his life .... Then he will also of his own accord turn to the
Power Which He recognises above himself with an appeal for assistance, then
he will be helped in coming to the certain realisation and subsequently live his
life on earth consciously.

For the human being was given intelligence, he can think and mentally consider
the pros and cons and thus make a decision, it solely depends on his decision as
to whether he will only live an earthly life or strive spiritually as well .... And
although it also depends on his will as to whether he thinks correctly he will
nevertheless always be offered the option to arrive at the correct conclusion,
he will not be left without help, for it is always possible for him to find and
travel the right path, so that his life need not be a standstill but can result in
complete spiritual development. However, in the final analysis his will is always
the crucial factor, for it is free and its direction cannot be determined by any
means. Yet everything will be done on part of God in order to direct this will
such that it will turn towards God of its own accord, and then every support will
be given so that the human being will reach the right goal ....

Amen
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BD 4932 received 12.07.1950

God’s will: Fulfilment of the commandments of love ....

My will plainly manifests itself in My commandment of love for God and
other people. It includes everything you should and should not do, and if you
therefore fulfil these commandments you will approach your perfection. For
then you will neither be able to sin again nor remain within the old sin which
consisted of the fact that you had voluntarily distanced yourselves from Me,
thus you denied Me love and consequently became heartless towards all living
creations which originated from Me. And thus your love for Me, if you fulfil My
commandments, signifies renewed unification with Me and illumination by My
strength of love, so that your past nature of light and strength will be restored
again and you will possess full realisation and be able to work and create in
line with your own will .... so that you will be perfect again, that is, you will
have shaped yourselves into divine beings again which you were in the very
beginning.
For this reason you humans must first know My will, so that you can live
accordingly in order to become blessed. You have to be informed of My will and
thus you have to listen to My Word which clearly and understandably reveals
My will to you. My Word familiarises you with My commandment of love, with
your obligation towards Me and your fellow human beings; My Word explains
your distance from Me if you don’t try to reduce it yourselves; My Word informs
you of My love, grace and mercy, of My wisdom and omnipotence, so that
the flame of love for Me can ignite itself if only your heart is willing to love.
My Word also describes your fellow human beings as My children whom you
therefore should approach like brothers, to whom you should also give your
love if you want to fulfil My will. My Word cautions and admonishes you and
draws your attention to the consequences of a wrong way of life, of a heartless
way of life, by failing to observe My commandments. You have to accept My
Word if you want to become blissfully happy. But leave it to Me as to how My
Word shall be conveyed to you, just be willing to accept it when I offer it to you,
for you can only discover My will through My Word and only through living in
accordance with My will can you become blessed ....

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
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of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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